Degradation of 4-Chlorophenol in a Batch Electrochemical Reactor Using BDD Electrodes
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The influence of current density (j) (0.25, 0.30, 0.25 and 0.40 A/cm²), initial pH (2.6, 6.5 and 12), stirring speed (As) (400, 500 and 600 rpm), and initial concentration of 4-chlorophenol ([4-CP]₀) (300, 500 and 700 mg/L) on degradation of persistent pollutant in a batch electrochemical cell without divisions is presented in this paper. The electrochemical cell was composed of two boron-doped diamond electrodes (BDD). The results of the study showed that best conditions for total degradation of 4-CP were: j of 0.40 A/cm², initial pH of 6.5, As of 500 rpm, and [4-CP]₀ of 500 mg/L, after 150 min of reaction time. Removal of total organic carbon (TOC) was 83% at these conditions. The by-products were identified by UHPLC. This allowed for the proposal of a degradation pathway of 4-CP at the best conditions. Furthermore, these results demonstrate that the electrochemical method employed in this study allows high percentages (96%) of degradation of 4-CP and that the process is applicable to wastewater treatment.
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1. INTRODUCTION

4-Chlorophenol (4-CP), an EPA listed and high-priority air and water pollutant [1], is commonly used in dye and drug synthesis and in cosmetic, paper, and other industries. 4-CP is currently removed in discharged wastewaters from those sources. Because the degradation of this
compound is very difficult by natural means, it tends to persist in the environment, so it is currently found in surface and ground waters [2]. There are three main methods suitable for elimination of toxic and persistent phenolic compounds: adsorption, biological and advanced oxidation [3, 4]. Of these, the advanced oxidation method, specifically electrochemical degradation, is the most efficient, as the degree of mineralization that can be reached is usually high. Moreover, when compared with other methods, it does not require or generate toxic chemicals, in accordance with one of the principles of green chemistry, and it is also capable of working at room temperature and pressure, which makes this method highly suitable for degradation of recalcitrant compounds [5]. For these reasons, electrochemical process could be an attractive method for wastewater treatment when the limits of discharge, high volumes of wastewater, and high treatment cost become an issue [6, 7]. To achieve the complete oxidation of the target compound the right electrodes and the best operating conditions must be chosen [2, 8-18]. Several investigations have shown higher degrees of mineralization of organic compounds when BDD electrodes rather than DSA electrodes are used [19] because high amounts of hydroxyl radicals are produced from oxidation of water molecules, which brings a very high oxidative potential to this type of electrode [6].

BDD electrodes have been used as anodes to degrade several recalcitrant compounds such as cyanides, drugs, phenols, chlorophenols, nitrophenols, cresols, naphthol, polyhydroxibenzenes, polyacrylates, surfactants and pigments [6, 20, 21]. BDD electrodes acting as anodes have also been used to oxidize 4-CP using cathodes of different materials. Thus, in [9] a total mineralization of 4-CP was achieved. Additionally, in [10] low values of biochemical oxygen demand (BOD) were obtained from an initial 4-CP concentration of 500 ppm. Both authors have been using the electrochemical degradation method.

Other researchers have used two BDD electrodes both as anodes and cathodes in cells without division to produce H$_2$O$_2$ from O$_2$ reduction in the cathode [22-25] and to eliminate pollutants in wastewaters [26]. The same types of electrodes have also been used in divided cells to produce H$_2$O$_2$ in the cathodic section to degrade phenol in the anodic section by the action of •OH radicals [27].

This research focused on electrochemical degradation of 4-CP in a cell batch without division by using two BDD electrodes and a solution of Na$_2$SO$_4$ 0.1 M as supporting electrolyte at different operation conditions.

2. MATERIALS AND METHODS

2.1 Reagents

Standard solutions were prepared using distilled water: 4-chlorophenol (500 mg/L) (from 4-CP 98% purity Merck), 0.1 M Na$_2$SO$_4$ (from Na$_2$SO$_4$ 99% purity Fluka), 0.1 M NaOH (from NaOH 97% purity Meyer) and 0.1 M HCl (from hydrochloric acid 36.5% concentration Meyer).
2.2 Degradation of 4-CP

400 mL of a synthetic solution containing 500 mg/L of 4-CP in Na₂SO₄ 0.1 M was added to a 500 mL electrolysis cell without division equipped with two identical BDD electrodes (Metaken™) with a geometric area of 10 cm², separated by a distance of 2 cm. Several tests were performed under the following operating conditions: \( j = 0.25, 0.30, 0.35 \) and \( 0.40 \) A/cm²; initial pH values = 2.6, 6.5 and 12; \( A_t = 400, 500 \) and 600 rpm, and \([4-CP]_0 = 300, 500 \) and 700 mg/L. All tests were done at 25 ºC. Reaction time was 150 min. Energy was supplied by a Gwinstek GW GPR-351OHD single output DC power supply and pH was monitored with a Hanna HI2210 potentiometer. Samples of solution were taken every 30 min for UV analysis in a UV/VIS Beckman DU® 330 spectrophotometer at a wavelength of 290 nm in order to follow degradation of 4-CP. 4-CP concentration was obtained by using a calibration curve that was constructed from absorbance values of several standard solutions of 4-CP (i.e., 25, 50, 100, 200, 300, 400 and 500 mg/L). The degradation efficiency was calculated by [24]:

\[
\text{Degradation efficiency } \% = \frac{[C]_0 - [C]_t}{[C]_0} \times 100
\]

where \([C]_0\) is the initial concentration, and \([C]_t\) is the concentration at time \( t \).

Degradation of 4-CP is carried out by \( \cdot \text{OH} \) radicals that are formed according to the following reaction [28],

\[
\text{BDD} + \text{H}_2\text{O} \rightarrow \text{BDD} (\cdot \text{OH}) + \text{H}^+ + e^-
\]

2.3 Determination of byproducts and remaining products

The identification of by-products and remaining products from degradation of 4-CP was performed by ultra high-performance liquid chromatography (UHPLC, Thermo Scientific Vanquish model) equipped with a DAD and UV-Vis detector using a Waters 616 Quaternary Pump. The data analysis employed Chromeleon 7.2 software. The identification and quantification of organic acid and aromatic compounds by UHPLC followed the methodology proposed in [3].

2.4 TOC Measurement

Total organic carbon (TOC) was measured in solutions at different reaction times during the electrolysis in a 6001 Shimadzu TOC analyzer. The percentage of mineralization current efficiency (\% MCE) was computed from TOC data by using the following equation [29, 30],

\[
\text{MCE (\%)} = \frac{\text{nFV_s (TOC)_{Exp}}}{4.32 \times 10^7 \text{mIt}} \times 100
\]

where \( F \) is the Faraday constant (96,487 C/mol), \( V_s \) is the solution volume (L), \( \Delta (\text{TOC})_{\text{Exp}} \) is the decline of experimental TOC value during electrolysis (mg/L), \( 4.32 \times 10^7 \) mg-s/mol-h is a conversion factor, \( m \) is the number of carbon atoms, \( I \) is the applied current (A), \( n \) is the number of electrons, and \( t \) is the electrolysis time (h).
The number of electrons was determined by considering the following oxidation reaction of 4-CP to CO₂ and inorganic ions [3]:

\[ C_6H_5OCl + 11H_2O \rightarrow 6CO_2 + Cl^- + 27H^+ + 26e^- \]  

(4)

Specific energy consumption per mass unit of TOC (EC_TOC) was calculated by using equation (5) (according to [31]),

\[ EC\left( \frac{kWh}{g \text{ TOC}} \right) = \frac{E_{\text{cell}}It}{V_s\Delta \text{(TOC)}_{\text{Exp}}} \]  

(5)

where \( E_{\text{cell}} \) is the mean cell voltage (V), \( V_s \) is the synthetic solution volume (L), \( \Delta \text{(TOC)}_{\text{Exp}} \) is the decline of experimental TOC value during the electrolysis (mg/L), \( I \) is the applied current (A), and \( t \) is the electrolysis time (h).

3. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

3.1 Degradation of 4-CP

3.1.1 Effect of the current density (j)

![Figure 1. Effect of current density on 4-CP concentration profiles. [4-CP]₀ = 500 mg/L, As = 500 rpm, and pH = 6.5.](image)

The effect of current density on the degradation efficiency of 4-CP was studied at 0.25, 0.30, 0.35 and 0.40 A/cm². Fig. 1 shows that the degradation efficiency percentage of 4-CP increases asymptotically and the degradation rate of 4-CP is high when the applied current density is high. After 150 min of electrolysis, the degradation efficiency of 4-CP reached 67.6%, 89.2%, 95.7% and 100% at current densities of 0.25, 0.30, 0.35 and 0.40 A/cm², respectively. These results suggests that to
achieve the highest organic load degradation high current densities must be used, in agreement with [32].

This confirms that increasing current density yields higher concentrations of •OH produced by the BDD anodes and more 4-CP is oxidized by •OH [33].

Results indicated that the best \( j \) to remove 4-CP is 0.40 A/cm\(^2\). Therefore, at this \( j \) the effects of the three variables \( \text{pH}, A_s, \) and \([4\text{-CP}]_0\) were studied.

### 3.1.2 Effect of initial pH

The effect of initial pH on the degradation efficiency of 4-CP was studied at three different pH values (2.6, 6.5 and 12) because the pH of the synthetic solution could influence significantly the electrochemical degradation of 4-CP. Fig. 2 shows the effect of initial pH on the degradation efficiency versus electrolysis time. The synthetic solution of 4-CP was completely eliminated after 150 min of treatment at pH 2.6 and 6.5, while 96% was eliminated at pH of 12.

![Figure 2. Degradation profiles of 4-CP at different pH values.][1]

Results show that the degradation of 4-CP was not influenced by the initial pH. To this point the pH did not need to be fixed, and in this study the pH of the synthetic solutions was 6.5. At this point of the investigation, the best experimental condition was \( \text{pH} = 6.5 \) and a current density of 0.40 A/cm\(^2\). For this reason the next experiment was carried out at those experimental conditions.
3.1.3. Effect of stirring speed (rpm)

The influence of stirring speed (A_s) (rpm) on the decrease of 4-CP concentration is shown in Fig. 3 with a j of 0.40 A/cm² and a pH of 6.5. A sharp decline in 4-CP concentration at 400, 500 and 600 rpm can be observed, and total degradation of 4-CP is accomplished at 150 min, which demonstrates that an increase in the value of stirring speed does not necessarily lead to an increase in degradation efficiency. This unexpected behavior might be explained by a complex reaction mechanism of the 4-CP degradation, the use of a electrochemical cell without division, and reduction reactions at the cathode [34].

So far, it has been observed that stirring speed does not have an important effect on the electrolysis of 4-CP, as high removal efficiencies of 4-CP are already known [3].

![Figure 3](image_url)

**Figure 3.** Degradation profiles of 4-CP at different values of A_s, [4-CP]₀ = 500 mg/L, pH = 6.5, and j = 0.40 A/cm².

3.1.4. Effect of the [4-CP]₀

The effect of [4-CP]₀ on the electrochemical degradation was investigated at three different [4-CP]₀ (300, 500, and 700 mg/L). Conditions during electrolysis were: pH of 6.5, j of 0.40 A/cm² and A_s of 500 rpm. Fig. 4 shows that the total removal of 4-CP was reached at 150 min independently of initial 4-CP concentrations. This suggests that under best operation conditions, the degradation of 4-CP is carried out by mass transport, which is in accord with [9].
Figure 4. Effect of initial 4-chlorophenol concentration \([4-\text{CP}]_0\), at pH = 6.5, \(A_s = 500\) rpm, and \(j = 0.40\) A/cm\(^2\).

3.1.5. Reaction pathway of 4-CP

UHPLC analysis was employed to propose a reaction pathway of degradation of 4-CP under the best operating conditions. All by-products were identified unequivocally by comparing their retention time with the ones from standard compounds.
During the degradation of 4-CP, the hydroxyl radicals can be expected attack to the benzene ring at the ortho-, meta- or para-positions to produce both phenol and 4-chlorocatechol. Here the formation of the phenol and 4-chlorocatechol was observed. The phenol compound is likely converted to hydroquinone. This is in agreement with previous studies related to the reaction pathway of degradation of 4-CP [16]. Meanwhile, the 4-chlorocatechol is likely converted to catechol.

The aromatic compounds (4-CC, CC, HQ, BQ, Ph) and organic acids (MaA, MA, AA, SA, FuA, OA, and FA) were detected. The concentration profiles of aromatic compounds during the course of degradation of 4-CP are shown in Fig. 5a. This figure depicts the formation of aromatic by-products that began to decrease during electrolysis time. Also it can be seen that 4-CC, BQ, and CC did not reach total degradation. Meanwhile, in Fig. 5b the organic acids, OA and MaA attained their maxima at 30 min, FA at 120 min, AA at 90 min, SC at 60 min, and MA only at the beginning of the electrochemical reaction with low concentration, which is in accord with [16]. The above description suggests a degradation pathway of 4-CP as shown in Fig. 6.

This proposed degradation pathway is useful in explaining the main reactions that occur during degradation of 4-CP and shows all intermediates that appear in the electrolysis process when two BDD electrodes are employed. Moreover, this degradation pathway is more complete than reported in the literature, because in [16] CC, AA, SC, and MA have not been reported, while [35] proposed three degradation paths, including acrylic acid. Furthermore, the presence of by-products at the end of the electrolysis reaction indicates that total mineralization has not been reached under specifies reaction conditions.
Figure 6. Proposed degradation pathway of 4-CP during the electrochemical process, \([4\text{-CP}]_0 = 500\) mg/L, pH = 6.5, As = 500 rpm, and j = 0.40 A/cm².

3.1.6. 4-CP decay

Figs. 7 and 8 show that BDD electrodes are able to remove 4-CP and concurrently mineralize the wastewater studied in a period of 150 minutes. This suggests that large amounts of \(\cdot\text{OH}\) are produced by BDD electrodes and react very fast with all byproducts of the degradation of 4-CP to yield CO₂.
An apparent first-order rate constant $k$ of $3.527 \times 10^{-4} \text{ s}^{-1}$ was found by fitting the above concentration decay ($R^2 = 0.9402$). In Fig. 7 are plotted the comparison between the experimental data versus data obtained with the pseudo-first kinetic order model, with a high correlation between the two ($R^2 = 0.9799$).

**Figure 7.** Comparison of the 4-CP decay with electrolysis time under the best electrochemical conditions with the pseudo-first order kinetic model.

3.1.7. **TOC removal**

**Figure 8.** TOC decay under the best experimental conditions [4-CP]$_0$ = 500 mg/L, pH = 6.5, As = 500 rpm, and $j = 0.40 \text{ A/cm}^2$. 
The TOC removal percentage during electrolysis under the best experimental conditions is displayed in Fig. 8. The TOC removal percentage increased with time, with a removal at 83% of the maximum TOC achieved at 150 min of electrolysis time. Because complete TOC removal was not achieved, this indicates that organic compounds had not been completely mineralized and more electrolysis time must be employed.

3.1.8 Mineralization Current Efficiency

![Figure 9. Mineralization current efficiency (MEC), [4-CP]₀ = 500 mg/L, pH = 6.5, As = 500 rpm, and j = 0.40 A/cm².](image)

The MCE values estimated by using Eq. (3) versus time are shown in Fig. 9. The MCE value diminished from 13.5% to 9.0% during electrochemical degradation of 4-CP. This suggests that the current applied is primarily consumed in production of •OH for the degradation of 4-CP to yields CO₂ and by-products, with the latter being slowly removed in the electrolysis process [13]. This may explain the 83% of TOC removal and lower MCE.

3.1.9 Energy consumption

Energy consumption (EC) versus time is depicted in Fig. 10, where the minimum energy consumption is at 30 min of electrolysis, which coincides with maximum mineralization of pollutant. Additionally, at 150 min the EC value was 2.55 kW h/ g TOC, at which point the mineralization percentage and current efficiency were 83%, and 9.0%, respectively. The EC was computed by equation (5). This behavior is shown because there is a diminished organic load in the synthetic solution. Furthermore, the relatively low energy consumption suggests the use of solar panels to provide the required energy and contribute to the sustainability of the process.
Figure 10. Energy consumption per mass unit of TOC [4-CP]₀ = 500 mg/L, pH = 6.5, As = 500 rpm, and j = 0.40 A/cm².

Finally, the results in this research about degradation of 4-CP by using BDD electrodes in a batch cell were compared with other studies reported in the literature, in which the degradation of 4-CP was performed with other types of electrodes. Table 1 compares the results of this investigation with the literature. Data presented in this table indicate that degradation of 4-CP is influenced by electrode material type because experiments of degradation of 4-CP at relatively similar electrochemical reaction conditions (except for electrode material type) reach different degradation percentages and mineralization percentages, as shows in [14] and [16]. Moreover, in all compared investigations high degradation percentage were reached except in one report [11], where only 57% of mineralization was reached after 150 min of electrolysis. Furthermore, in the present work high degradation of 4-CP and mineralization percentages of 4-CP were reached at equal electrolysis time. Additionally, the %MCE and EC were 9% and 2.55 kWh/g TOC, respectively. Based on the results of this study one may conclude that the employed methodology can be applied as an effective treatment system for chlorophenols, and especially for 4-CP.

Table 1. Comparison of electrochemical degradation of 4-CP under different reaction conditions

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Reaction conditions</th>
<th>%TOC</th>
<th>%DQO</th>
<th>% removal</th>
<th>% MCE</th>
<th>EC (kWh/g TOC)</th>
<th>Reference</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>pH = 6, j = 3.5 mA/cm², [4-CP]₀ = 100 mg/L, V = 1000 mL, electrolyte Na₂SO₄ = 5 g/L, and electrode β-PbO₂</td>
<td>---</td>
<td>---</td>
<td>57.0 (150 min)</td>
<td>---</td>
<td>---</td>
<td>[11]</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
### 4. CONCLUSIONS

The degradation of 4-CP was successfully carried out by electrochemical reactions in a batch cell without division equipped with BDD electrodes. Different experimental conditions were tested, including current density (from 0.25 to 0.4 A/cm²), initial solution pH (2.6, 6.5 and 12), stirring speed (400, 500 and 600 rpm), and initial 4-CP concentration (300, 500 and 700 mg/L). According to the experimental results, the best conditions were found to be 0.40 A/cm², pH of 6.5, 500 rpm and 500 mg/L, which yielded a mineralization percentage of 83% of TOC elimination. The pH of the solution, stirring speed and the initial concentration did not have an important effect on the electrochemical degradation, so pH adjustment is unnecessary to eliminate a phenolic compound (e.g., 4-CP) in synthetic solution through the methodology employed in the present investigation. From UHPLC analysis under the best conditions of electrolysis reaction, by-product compounds were established and

| j = 25 mA/cm², V = 1000 mL, [4-CP]₀ = 190 mg/L, electrolyte NaCl = 1.9 g/L, and electrode Ti/RuO₂-IrO₂ | 70.0 (180 min) | 100.0 (180 min) | --- | --- | [36] |
| pH = 5.2, j = 222.22 A/cm², V = 1000 mL, [4-CP]₀ = 100 mg/L, electrolyte NaCl = 400 mg/L and electrode Ti/RuO₂ | 96.7 (180 min) | 97.2 (180 min) | --- | --- | [35] |
| pH = 6.5, j = 25 mA/cm², [4-CP]₀ = 1028.4 mg/L, electrolyte Na₂SO₄, and electrodes (PbO₂ and PbO) | --- | --- | 87.3 (120 min) | 96.2 (120 min) | [14] |
| j = 30 mA/cm², [4-CP]₀ = 50 mg/L, V = 200 mL, electrolyte Na₂SO₄ 0.05 M, T = 333 K, electrodes (PbO₂, CNT-PbO₂, LAS-PbO₂, and LAS-CNT-PbO₂) | 56.6 (180 min) | --- | 79.5 (180 min) | 84.9 (180 min) | --- | [16] |
| pH = 6.5, j = 0.40 A/cm², [4-CP]₀ = 500 mg/L, V = 400 mL, electrolyte Na₂SO₄ 0.1 M, T = 298.15 K, and electrode BDD | 83.0 (150 min) | --- | 96.0 (150 min) | 9.0 (150 min) | 2.55 (150 min) | This work |
a reaction pathway of 4-CP throughout the process was proposed. Degradation of 4-CP follows pseudo-first-order kinetics, and the model has high correlation with the experimental data ($R^2 = 0.9799$). The results of this study support the use of DBB electrodes in electrochemical processes as a very promising method to remove persistent organics (e.g., chlorophenols) in wastewater treatment.
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